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Introduction         [HMINTRO] 
----=

 Harvest Moon: Back to Nature is considered one of the best games 
 in the entire series; it was the first game in the series to be on a  
non-Nintendo console and has been added to the PSN for download. One of  
the new features added in Back to Nature was the ability to have the  
villagers marry each other, 5 specific girls can marry 5 specific guys.  
For these couples to marry the player must witness 5 events between each 
couple and then a few days later the couple will become married and if  
your good friends with couple your character will even be invited to their 
 wedding. 
 Unfortunately even though the game was release back in 1999 no one  
seems to know what all 5 events are for each couple even though many  
players on the internet want to know no one has posted them all in one  
location plus several posts include incorrect information mistaking  
regular/character specific events as the courting events. Wanting to play  
through the game and get all the couples married I set out on a mission  
to discover what all 5 events are for each couple. 
 After searching and reading through several guides I found 2  
sources of information that has provided me enough accurate information  
to write this near complete guide. I will now state I did not discover  



these events myself all credit goes to the sources, I only added a  
little bit of detail to describe the events and putting them together  
in this guide so that players can finally easily find out how to get  
the couples married. The two sources I used are the following: 

1. Sky Render痴 Walkthrough on Gamefaqs.com. This is an amazing guide  
and by far the best, most detailed and most complete guide for  
Harvest Moon: Back to Nature that痴 out there; if you are going to play  
the game I highly recommend checking out his guide. I have submitted the  
information in this guide in hopes that he will add it to his to fill in  
the blanks on his events section. 
http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps/446412-harvest-moon-back-to-nature/faqs/26294 

2. The second source I used was Denny Leo痴 videos on youtube.com which  
can be found at the link below. The link is the playlist where he has  
videos of all of the Girl events between your character and them as well  
as all the rival events so if you want to watch how the events are  
supposed to go you can. He has also included in his description the Day  
and Time that he witnessed the event. 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLm4SRXanQZ4Q68AmFegZVLkDpSDpwOh07 

Over the years of updating my guide one of my information providers took  
it upon herself to record the 5th events to share with everyone.  
Thank you again Michelle D. for all your hard work. 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgS40ParAKv5N3mwQTKVPag/videos 

Legal Stuff         [HMLEGAL] 
----=

 Standard legal Stuff. This guide was written by me (Xero727),  
with information from other sources and as such, it's half my property  
but mostly not.  Reposting of this guide in any form without my consent  
is forbidden.  Do not modify this guide or repost it in modified form,  
ever.  I did not make the game that this guide pertains to, and as such,  
all credit for this title is given to the company that made it  
(MARUCOME/Victor Interactive Software/Marvelous Interactive). 

 All trademarks and copyrights contained in this document are owned by 
their respective trademark and copyright holders. 

Revision History & Contact Information          [HMREVISION] 
----=

Revision History: 

Version 1.0 (09 May 2014) 
* First release 
* Contains titles for events 
* How to trigger the event 
* Description of what happens in the event 
* The effect of the Event 
* List of events complete for Rick & Karen, Cliff & Ann, Gray & Mary  
  and Kai & Popuri 
* Events 1 & 2 for The Doctor and Elli 
* Possible 3rd and 4th Event for the Doctor and Elli Unconfirmed 

Version 2.0 (23 August 2014) 
* Updates for the Doctor & Elli, more info on 3rd and 4th event.  
  (Thank you Harris from Indonesia) 



* Possible 5th event for Doctor & Elli 

Version 2.1 (21 November 2014) 
*Minor Change to Attending a Rival痴 Wedding, Indicate that 50,000  
affection is an Orange Heart level with a girl 

Version 3.0 (5 March 2015) 
* Doctor and Elli 3rd and 4th events confirmed (I致e received a number of 
 emails confirming the events I have listed as occurring in that order so 
 I知 considering them confirmed now) 
* New 5th events discovery! (Thank you Brandon C. for the information) 
* Possible lower Heart level required for 3rd and 4th events 

Version 3.1 (2 December 2015) 
* POSSIBLE 5TH EVENT for Kai & Popuri (Thank you AnimeKuro69 from  
Australia)
* Confirming lower Heart level (Green) required for 3rd and 4th events  
(Thank you AnimeKuro69 from Australia) 
* Adding in event of passing Green heart level before seeing 3rd and 4th  
events one can lower the Heart level back with garbage to be able to see  
events (Thank you AnimeKuro69 from Australia) 
* Confirming the 5th events for Gray & Mary, The Doctor & Elli, Cliff &  
Ann and Rick & Karen (Thank you Michelle D.) 
* Adding possible specific time frames for events to occur as well as  
exact number of days (7) wedding should occur after 5th event  
(Thank you Michelle D.) 

Version 4.0 (5 December 2015) 
* CONFIRMATION OF 5TH EVENT for Kai & Popuri (Thank you Michelle D.) 

Contact Information: 

 You can contact me at Casey114@hotmail.com, please add HM:BTN in the  
subject line if you're asking about (or offering up information  
and/or corrections to) the guide.   

Attending a Rival's Wedding      [HMWEDDING] 
----=

 Thanks again go to Sky Render for figuring out the exact details  
on how to be invited to a couple痴 wedding. I have placed this  
information first so that players will not trigger all 5 events without  
meeting the other requirements to get invited to the wedding. 

Trigger: Complete all 5 events for one of the couples, and have at least 
200 affection with the guy and/or 50,000 (Orange Heart) with the girl;  
obviously, this event can happen up to 5 times per play-through 
Effects: You'll attend the couple's wedding, and be unable to work for  
that day; if you don't have a good enough relationship with the bride  
and/or groom, then you won't attend the wedding, though they'll still  
marry each other 

For detailed information on raising characters affection please see  
Sky Render痴 Guide at the following: 
http://www.gamefaqs.com/ps/446412-harvest-moon-back-to-nature/faqs/26294 

Heart Chart 
Black  (0-4999 affection) 
Purple (5000-19999 affection) 



Blue   (20000-29999 affection) 
Green  (30000-39999 affection) 
Yellow (40000-49999 affection) 
Orange (50000-59999 affection) 
Red    (60000-65535 affection) 

Rival Events          [HMRIVAL] 
----=

 While researching the events I found that most of the sources had  
the events occurring in different orders. This is either caused by  
people seeing them in multiple plays through and mixing them up or that  
some events can interchange when they occur which it is I知 not sure. If  
you cannot get a specific event to trigger try to trigger another event  
in the list. Also after an event plays out if a character is still  
standing there you can go over and talk to them for a little more  
information which I recommend you do. Lastly I recommend tracking which  
events you have seen in some way; the easiest I can think of would be to  
print that section of the guide and just put check marks next to the  
events you have seen. So without further ado let痴 get to what you all  
came here for the events and what triggers them! 

*IMPORTANT NOTE: To trigger the 3rd and 4th events for the girls the  
player cannot have a Heart level higher than Green. If you pass the  
Green Heart level you will not be able to trigger the 3rd and 4th events  
but don稚 worry. You can still trigger the events by lowering the girls  
Heart level back down to Green by giving them garbage or items they don稚  
like. This will allow you to trigger the 3rd and 4th events. 

*IMPORTANT NOTE: If you want to attend the wedding make sure you obtain  
at least 200 affection with the guy and/or 50,000(Orange Heart) with  
the girl before your trigger the 5th event. 

*IMPORTANT NOTE: If you have a red heart with a girl she will not marry  
her guy after their 5th event because she loves you so if you want to  
get the couples married do not get a red heart with that girl. 

*IMPORTANT NOTE: If all 5 girls marry their guys you the player will be  
unable to get married take that into consideration while triggering  
the events. 

* NEW INFORMATION NEEDS CONFIRMING: I receive an email from Michelle D.  
who informed me that she was only able to trigger events 1&2 during the  
first year and was only able to trigger events 3&4 once she reach year 2.  
Again she was only able to trigger the 5th events and weddings once she  
reached year 3. She also informed me that all the weddings occurred  
exactly 7 days (8 days if day 7 is a festival) after the 5th event  
occurred. If anyone can confirm this information I would appreciate it. 

Format 
Title: Self explanatory 
Trigger: What you as the player must do to trigger the event 
Description: A brief description of what happens/what is said during 
             the event. 
Effects: What affect the event has on the game and any decision you  
the player makes (the only event the player can have an effect on is  
Kai & Popuri痴 final event) 

Rick & Karen                 [HMRICK] 



----=

1. Childhood Memories 
Trigger: First time you visit the church area during daylight hours 
Description: Rick & Karen discus some past memories then walk off into  
the forest. 
Denny Leo Time: 11:50am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Karen and Rick 

2. Rick the Cad 
Trigger: Visit Chicken Lil's some time, after seeing the previous  
Karen/Rick scene 
Description: Rick & Karen discus Popuri always being mad at Rick and  
they also talk about Kai. It ends with Karen calling Rick a Cad and  
walking away. 
Denny Leo Time: 3:10pm 
Effects: None on you; this is (oddly enough) a romantic event for Karen  
and Rick 

3. Lillia's Ungrateful Children 
Trigger: Visit Chicken Lil's sometime after the previous Rick/Karen event;  
any season but Winter 
Description: Karen goes to Chicken Lil痴 looking for Rick and talks to  
Lillia a bit, Lillia wishes Karen would be her daughter since she cares  
about her and says that if Karen married Rick she would automatically  
become her daughter; Karen then suggests Lillia head back inside. 
Denny Leo Time: 11:00am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Rick and Karen 

*IMPORTANT NOTE: So my two sources that I used were the only ones that  
had event 4 listed. The only problem is they list 2 different events  
as the final event. Now I believe Sky Render because of the amount of 
work and detail he put into his guide and I also believe Denny Leo  
because he has videos of the events between the characters. So with that  
said I am posting both events and labeling them; personally I would  
try to trigger both just to be safe. 

*IMPORTANT NOTE: So Brandon C. my primary source for the 5th events  
stated that the Denny Leo event occurred first then he had the  
Sky Render event occur and the wedding trigger a few days later 

Denny Leo 
4. Karen痴 parents fight 
Trigger: Visit the Supermarket sometime after the previous Rick/Karen  
event
Description: Rick asks Karen what痴 wrong; Karen says her parents are  
fighting again. Rick asks why doesn稚 Karen stop her mom. Karen says  
she痴 outside not because of the fight but because she doesn稚 want to  
watch them kiss and make up. Rick says his parents are the same and  
invites her over to his place until her parents are done. Karen agrees  
and they walk off together. (I wonder what they池e going to do at Rick痴) 
Denny Leo Time: 4:00pm 
Effects:  None on you; this is a romantic event for Rick and Karen 

Sky Render
5. Depressed Rick 
Trigger: Marry Popuri (or get Kai to marry Popuri), then visit Chicken 
Lil's at some point during Spring, Summer, or Fall; must be at least  
Year 2 
Description: Mayor and Gotz are off to the side talking about Rick  



being depressed, then cut to Karen telling Rick he needs to get over  
Popuri, and that she will help him with the Poultry Farm. 
Effects: None on you; this will trigger Karen and Rick's wedding a  
few days later 

Cliff & Ann          [HMCLIFF] 
----=
*Note in order for Cliff and Ann to get married you must tell Cliff about  
the grape harvest job at the Winery on Fall 14 of year 1 or else he will  
leave the village forever 

1. Lending a Hand 
Trigger: First time you go inside the church between 11:00AM and 3:00PM 
Description: Ann walks in to deliver some food to the pastor and offers  
to walk back to the inn with Cliff, Ann delivers the food and asks cliff  
to walk back with her but Cliff says he wants to stay longer; Ann says  
ok and tells him to be back by diner time. 
Denny Leo Time: 10:30am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Ann and Cliff 

2. Lunch for Cliff 
Trigger: Visit the Inn and go to second floor sometime after seeing the  
previous Ann/Cliff scene 
Description: Walk up to the second floor of the inn and you will see Ann  
delivering lunch to Cliff on the house because he didn稚 order anything,  
Ann will then ask why he has been staying at the inn for so long, cliff  
will say what and Ann will apologize saying she wasn稚 supposed to ask  
that and then leave. 
Denny Leo Time: 4:50pm 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Ann and Cliff 

3. Inquisitive Ann 
Trigger: Visit the Inn sometime after seeing the previous Ann/Cliff scene 
Description: Ann will ask Cliff how long is he going to stay to which  
Cliff responds he doesn稚 know. Ann then suggests he stay forever but  
quickly changes it saying of course you can稚 stay forever someone must  
be waiting for you, Cliff then responds by saying that there is no one  
waiting for him anymore, Ann apologizes and suggests again Cliff stay,  
Cliff then says he doesn稚 know if he can stay and be happy alone he  
then walks away from Ann. 
Denny Leo Time: 4:00pm 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Ann and Cliff 

4. A snack for Cliff 
Trigger: Visit the Vineyard sometime after seeing the previous Ann/Cliff  
scene
Description: Ann brings Cliff a snack saying her dad always wants him fed,  
Cliff thanks Ann and is happy to see her saying they can稚 talk at the inn,  
Ann then says she must be boring to talk to, Cliff then says she痴 not  
boring and that he loves talking to her; Ann freaks out and says she needs  
to go home and leaves. 
Denny Leo Time: 2:00pm 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Ann and Cliff 

5. Doug has a chat with Cliff 
Trigger: Visit the Inn second floor (you must go upstairs or the event  
won稚 trigger) sometime after seeing the previous Ann/Cliff scene 
Description: Doug asks Cliff something about staying in the  



village forever and Cliff responds favorably - Doug (rightfully)  
interprets this as Cliffs interest in Ann.  
Brandon C. Time: 9:00am (estimated) 
Effects: None on you; this will trigger Ann and Cliff's wedding a few  
days later

Gray & Mary           [HMGRAY] 
----=

1. Serious Discussion 
Trigger: First time you visit the Square 
Description: Mary asks why Gray is always at the square what痴 he doing,  
Gray says nothing, Mary then asks if he痴 Saibara痴 grandson and if he  
works at the blacksmith; Gray says he痴 not interested in that and that  
he wants to go back to the city, Mary then says her family came from the  
city too because her dad wanted to study plants, Gray says he can稚  
figure out what he wants to do in the village, Mary asks him what does  
he want to do that he can稚 find, Gray says nothing. Mary essentially  
tells Gray to try different things to see what he might want to do and  
then walks away. 
Denny Leo Time: 1:00pm 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Mary and Gray 

2. Gray Borrows a Book 
Trigger: Visit the library area at some point after the previous Gray/Mary  
event
Description: Gray & Mary discus a book he has partially read and is going  
to borrow, Gray says he痴 starting to like the village more; Mary says  
that痴 good and offers to show Gray more good books, Gray Thanks Mary  
and Mary says no thanks was needed. While Gray is walking away Mary  
calls out to Gray asking if he will visit again and Gray says yes. 
Denny Leo Time: 5:30pm 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Gray and Mary 

3. Gray is injured 
Trigger: Visit the Blacksmith area at some point after the previous  
Gray/Mary event 
Description: Mary will ask if Gray is ok, Gray says he痴 ok and Saibara  
says that the burn isn稚 too bad and that he got hurt because he wasn稚  
paying attention and insults him then walks into his room. Gray says  
again that he痴 ok and Mary apologizes for panicking and that she  
doesn稚 know how to help; Gray says that痴 not true you helped motivate  
me to do something. Saibara comes back and gives Gray ointment for his  
burn, Gray Thanks his grandfather. 
Denny Leo Time: 10:00am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Gray and Mary 

4. Gray & Mary Talking about Book 
Trigger: Visit the library at some point after the previous Gray/Mary  
event
Description: Mary asks Gray what does he think, Gray responds by saying  
it痴 the greatest even better than your Dad痴 books. Mary states she was  
nervous because she had never shown it to anyone else before. Gray asks  
why Mary didn稚 show him the book sooner that it痴 amazing and that she  
could be a professional; Mary being humble says it痴 not that great and  
Gray returns the book. Mary asks Gray what痴 wrong as he walks away a bit,  
Gray responds by saying his praise isn稚 enough to boost her confidence  
and that he痴 going home, Mary apologizes and says that his praise is  
more important to her than anyone else痴. Gray than says it was special  
for him to read it. 



Denny Leo Time: 2:00pm 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Gray and Mary 

5. Gray痴 Proposal 
Trigger: Visit the library at some point after the previous Gray/Mary  
event
Description: Gray mentions that he was promoted to Blacksmith and all  
that he has left to do is propose to Mary. 
Effects: None on you; this will trigger Mary and Grays's wedding a few  
days later

Kai & Popuri            [HMKAI] 
----=

*IMPORTANT NOTE: Kai & Popuri痴 5th event is unique because it is not  
triggered by just visiting a location like the others. Please read  
the 5th events details before you start triggering their events. 

1. Kai Visits Popuri 
Trigger: First time you visit Chicken Lil's during Summer 
Description: Kai says Popuri is a nice girl to which Rick responds  
that痴 right and you should leave her alone. Popuri then walks out  
and asks why Rick is shouting and then greets Kai and invites him inside.  
Kai responds by saying Rick doesn稚 want him too, Popuri asks Rick if  
that痴 true and he tells her she should listen to her brother. Popuri says  
she hates Rick and invites Kai in again, Kai says no that he was only  
dropping by to say hello, Popuri says bye to Kai and goes back inside. 
Denny Leo Time: 11:00am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Popuri and Kai 

2. Kai likes Warm places 
Trigger: Visit the Beach during Summer 
Description: Popuri asks Kai why he doesn稚 live in the village all year,  
Kai says because he loves warm places and hates cold places. Popuri says  
she loves summer because that痴 when Kai痴 restaurant is open. Kai says  
thank you and Popuri says she didn稚 mean anything by it. Kai says thanks  
anyway and I値l see you next summer again Popuri says she didn稚 mean  
anything by it. Kai then says any guy would be happy to hear her say it. 
Denny Leo Time: 9:00am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Popuri and Kai 

3. Popuri thinking about leaving? 
Trigger: Visit the Beach during Summer; possibly must be at least year 2 
Description: Kai asks if Popuri intends to stay in the village forever,  
Popuri says no way she intends to leave sometime. Kai then says life isn稚  
so easy are you sure your serious about leaving, Popuri gets angry and  
says she is serious she just worries about her mom and Rick. Kai then  
says if that痴 how you think then you池e not serious at all its just  
talk, Poprui says again that she痴 serious. Popuri then says she could  
leave anytime and walks away. 
Denny Leo Time: 9:00am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Popuri and Kai 

4. Popuri and Kai Are Leaving? 
Trigger: Popuri and Kai must have a fairly good relationship, visit the  
Beach during Summer; must be at least year 2  
Description: Kai apologizes to Popuri for their previous conversation,  
Popuri accepts. Kai then says what he said wasn稚 true about her never  
leaving the village but that she should stay in the village with Rick  
and her mom. Popuri asks why would you say that, Kai responds by says  



you seem happy in the village why would you want to leave and apologies  
again. Popuri then says she doesn稚 want to leave because she doesn稚  
like it in the village but because she wants to be with Kai, and Kai  
leaves at the end of summer but say that Popuri should stay. Popuri  
starts to walk away but then Kai calls out to her asking her to wait  
but she doesn稚 stop and walks away. 
Denny Leo Time: 9:00am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Popuri and Kai 

BONUS EVENT: So while working on discovering the 5th event for Kai  
& Popuri an event that was thought to be the 5th event but turned  
out to be a regular event between Kai and Rick still fun to watch  
here痴 how to trigger it. 

Kai and Rick Fight 
Trigger: After the previous 4 events have occurred ask Kai to the  
Firework Festival, on the day instead of going to the beach go to  
Rose square after 6pm. 
Description: An argument will occur between Rick and Kai. Then Kai  
and the player will watch the fireworks at mother痴 hill. 
Effects: None on you; 

5. Kai is Leaving and taking Popuri with him 
Trigger: Must be at least Year 3; after the previous 4 events have  
occurred you must have a good relationship with Kai & Popuri. To  
ensure you get invited to the wedding after triggering this event I  
recommend that you complete events 3 & 4 during Summer Year 2 and  
then push Popuri痴 heart from Green to Orange over the course of the  
Year before Summer Year 3. That way during Summer Year 3 you can focus  
on giving Kai gifts to ensure he is your friend and will trigger the  
event on Autumn 1st.  
Description: On Autumn 1st when Kai comes to your farm to let you  
know he is leaving until next year he will also tell you he痴 taking  
Popuri with him. After Kai leaves Rick will show up asking if you  
have seen Popuri, you decision will determine if Kai & Popuri get  
married or not. 
Effects: None on you; if you tell Rick, Popuri won't leave, and if  
you don't tell him, Kai & Popuri will get married; the wedding will  
take place on Spring 30th the following Year. 

*Note when Popuri and Kai get married they will leave the village but  
because of a bug she still shows up at all of the festivals.  She also  
apparently shows up at Chicken Lil's, albeit upstairs. 

The Doctor & Elli        [HMDOCTOR] 
----=

1. Dropping a Hint 
Trigger: Second time you visit the Clinic 
Description: Elli says the baby was cute, The Doctor then says that Ellie  
says every baby is cute. Elli than says yes all babies are cute. The  
Doctor then says that Elli will be a good mother he痴 sure of it. Elli  
says what and who else would help him at the clinic. The Doctor says he  
appreciates it and that a child only has 1 mother. 
Denny Leo Time: 1:10pm 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Elli and the doctor 

2. Elli's Cold 
Trigger: Visit the Clinic sometime after seeing the previous Elli/doctor  
event



Description: Elli coughs the Doctor asks if she has a cold. Elli says  
excuse me and the Doctor tells her not to work so hard and can even have  
the day off. Elli asks what does the Doctor mean, The Doctor says he  
didn稚 mean it like that and tells her again she should take the day off  
and that she is very helpful but shouldn稚 over work herself. Elli thanks  
the Doctor. 
Denny Leo Time: 10:30am 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Elli and the doctor 

3. The Doc is Leaving? 
Trigger: Visit Mineral Beach sometime after seeing the previous Elli  
and doctor scene (Harris Email event happened on Wednesday when the  
clinic was closed may be a requirement) 
Description: The Doctor thanking Elli for being so helpful when  
delivering babies. He then says that people mainly come to clinic to  
have babies, which he found not suitable for him. Elli then  
speculates that he is going to leave. 
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Elli and the doctor 

4. The Doctors Confession 
Trigger: Visit the Church sometime after seeing the previous Elli  
and doctor scene 
Description: The Doctor is confessing his lack of ability to deliver  
babies, despite being a doctor, and had to depend on Elli. He felt  
useless and thinking of going somewhere else to learn. Pastor told  
him if he felt so, than he should leave since he felt he did no good  
there as a doctor. Then Pastor says that the situation was similar to  
his, where he did no real Pastor thing at the village. But he stayed  
anyway, but for himself, not as for him being a pastor because he  
loved the village.Then the Doctor comes out and complaining about  
how the church confession box was audible to the outside and asks  
the player not to talk about this event. 
Time (Harris email): 1:10pm       
Effects: None on you; this is a romantic event for Elli and the Doctor 

5. The Doc is staying!!! 
Trigger: Visit Clinic sometime after seeing the previous Elli and the  
Doctor scene 
Description: The Doctor will be talking to Elli and he will tell her he  
isn't going to leave and that he wants to learn from her. 
Brandon C. Time: 4:00pm (estimated) 
Effects: None on you; this will trigger Elli and The Doctor's wedding  
a few days later 

If anyone would like to add anything to these listed events any  
corrections or additional information please send me an email at  
Casey114@hotmail.com with HM: BTN in the subject line. 

Conclusion & Thanks          [HMCONCLUSION] 
----=
  
 I would like to thank Sky Render for making such an amazing guide  
for this great game and for the hard work that he put into it and  
providing such accurate information. I also want to thank Denny Leo for  
posting videos of the events and revealing what some of the unknown  
events were. Everyone who reads down this far please check out their stuff  
through the links I have provided they really deserve it I would not have  
been able to put this guide together if it wasn稚 for their hard work. 



I would also like to Thank Harris from Indonesia for emailing me more  
details about the Doctor and Elli痴 3rd and 4th events. Which lead me to  
finding the information on the possible 5th event. 

I would also like to thank Brandon C. for being 1 of the people to  
confirm the Doctor and Elli痴 3rd and 4th events. I want to also thank  
him for his discovery and information on the 5th events, while there  
was hints at possible 5th events he is the first to email information  
on them for all the girls (except for Popuri cause you married her).  
I would also like to thank Brandon C. for being the first person to  
mention that you cannot pass the Green Heart Level in order to trigger  
the 3rd and 4th events.  

I would also like to thank Steven T. and AnimeKuro69 from Australia  
for confirming that you cannot pass the Green Heart Level in order  
to trigger the 3rd and 4th events. 

I would also like to thank AnimeKuro69 from Australia for confirming  
for me that in the event you pass the Green Heart level you can revert  
the girls back without a Gameshark by giving them trash or items they  
don稚 like in order to trigger the 3rd and 4th events. I would also  
like to thank AnimeKuro69 from Australia for providing the information  
on the possible 5th event for Kai & Popuri which turned out to be  
partially correct and lead to the discover  of exactly what the 5th  
event is, I can稚 thank you enough for this. 

I would also like to thank Michelle D. for confirming the 5th events  
for Gray & Mary, The Doctor & Elli, Cliff & Ann and Rick & Karen.  
I would also like to thank Michelle D. for the (currently unconfirmed)  
information on events 3&4 only obtainable once in year 2 and events 5  
and wedding only obtainable once in year 3. As well as the information  
on the wedding occurring exactly 7 days (8 if day 7 is a festival) after  
the 5 event. 

I would also like to thank Michelle D. for her hard work on figuring  
out the details on Kai & Popuri痴 5th event allowing this guide to be  
finally considered complete. I can稚 thank you enough for this. Thank  
you also for your video posts on the 5th events. 

I want to also thank everyone who has emailed me in the past  
confirming events I unfortunately no longer have those emails so I  
can稚 thank you by name but you know who you are and I thank you. 
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